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Details of Visit:

Author: phillipo
Location 2: Aldgate East
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 9 Aug 2011 5pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07907477151

The Premises:

Just by Aldgate East tube. There?s a classy pub right next door for the pre-punt pint to settle the
nerves. Kama will text you the door code when you arrive on site. Push the door on the left ? don?t
struggle with the door on the right like I did after you enter the code. Then up to the second floor in
the lift, into a fabulous, classy flat. I think the quality of the flat really added to the experience.

The Lady:

Kama is drop dead gorgeous, but has a super attitude. She has ridiculously soft skin, a sensational
figure, and is both funny and charming. She was wearing the skin tight yellow jersey dress she has
on in her ** pictures, as requested, which really was the icing on the cake for me. The act of taking
off this dress was the single most erotic experience I?ve had in ages.

The Story:

Wow. Bizarrely, I drafted a rather grumpy note to post on the PN forum yesterday bemoaning my
recent punting experiences, and asking for pointers to ?young, slim, pretty, friendly? ladies in
central London. I didn?t post it. Instead, I did some industrious **/PN triangulation of reviews and
pictures, took a leap of faith (after my only other ** experience, which was a car crash) and found
myself in punting heaven.

What else to say? If you want a GFE, I think she has to be the best I?ve ever had? I don?t know if
she does all the PSE dirty stuff, as this was all soft snogging and stroking. Lashings of lovely OWO.
I came far too early and staggered out in a daze. All a bit overwhelming, really. I don?t think I?ve
had such a glorious first time experience since I saw Bambi/Paris at TBL a couple of years back.

Form an orderly queue. But I will be at the front. My faith has been restored.

(I think she probably does do all the dirty stuff, by the way!)
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